
What’s New

What is IAC ?
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Arrival support:
IAC provides arrival support to international researchers who have joined AIMR,
such as (1) immigration procedures at the city hall; (2) opening of bank accounts; (3)
being in attendance when the researcher enters into residence at his/her
accommodations. Please refer to the website for details.
http://www.wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp/jp/support/foreigner/index_08.html

In addition, researchers who encounter any problems after joining AIMR, such as
facing difficulties in understanding administrative procedures, can visit the IAC
Office on the fifth floor of the AIMR Main Building at any time.

□■Cooperation for questionnaire■□

IAC conducts a questionnaire for foreign researchers. Based on the responses that we
receive through the questionnaires, we aim to provide enhanced support for the researchers.
Hence, we would appreciate your cooperation on completing the questionnaire.
Please access the site for the questionnaire through the following URL. ↓
The questionnaire is anonymous and can be completed with just a few simple answers. 

URL：http://goo.gl/forms/aYwX2iLbfa

The International Affairs Center (IAC) provides support to researchers who have just
arrived in Japan from overseas institutions, in establishing the initial foundation of
their everyday lives in Sendai. Please refer to the website for details on the forms of
support that we offer.
http://www.wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp/jp/support/foreigner/index_08.html

http://www.wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp/jp/support/foreigner/index_08.html
http://goo.gl/forms/aYwX2iLbfa
http://www.wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp/jp/support/foreigner/index_08.html


Sendai Living Information

■Event Information ~ 19th Michinoku YOSAKOI Festival ~

Based on the themes “Tohoku (Michinoku) as one!” and “Let’s aim to be the top 
festival in Japan!” the Michinoku YOSAKOI Festival will be held in Sendai City
once again this year. 

～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～

■Date: 8 October (Sat)~ 9 October (Sun)
*The start and end times differ depending on the venue. 

■Venue: 10 venues in Sendai City
(Details on the venues ⇒ http://michinoku-yosakoi.net/schedule)

～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～

Against the background of a piece of music that incorporates a passage from a local folksong and holding clappers 
known as “naruko” (an autumn tradition in Sendai) in their hands, the participating teams perform powerful 
dances with a sense of unity within a span of 4 minutes and 30 seconds, and captivate the audience. 

This festival dates back 19 years ago to 1997, and began with a YOSAKOI dance performance by 150 dancers, 
recruited through an open call, at the SENDAI PAGEANT OF STARLIGHT. Since then, as many as about 200 
teams participate in the event every year, enlivening and generating much excitement for Sendai’s autumn season. 

Do catch the live YOSAKOI dance performances, and share in the passion of the dancers!

Official website of the Michinoku YOSAKOI Festival:
http://michinoku-yosakoi.net/
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Required instrument for 
YOSAKOI Festival dancers: 

Clapper (“naruko”) ↓

The participating teams are made up of a minimum of 10 people, up to a maximum of 
150 people (including flag-bearers and instrument players). The participants dance while 
playing the clappers. 
The expressiveness of the team is also conveyed through the costumes and choreography, 
which emphasize the tradition and regional character of the festival. 
The Michinoku YOSAKOI Festival also aims to be the top festival in Japan for the value 
that it places on manners, through its spirit of “starting and ending with a bow.”

http://michinoku-yosakoi.net/schedule
http://michinoku-yosakoi.net/


My Hometown

Vol.  No. 3 Nicosia (Cyprus)
Advanced Institute for Materials Research, 
Prassides Laboratory, Research Associate
Melita Menelaou
Residence in Japan (Residence in Sendai): 
1 year and 3 months

－For this issue, we spoke to Melita, who was introduced by Florian during our interview for the last issue. 
Melita comes from the Republic of Cyprus, an island country in the eastern Mediterranean. Melita, could you 
tell us about your hometown, Nicosia? 
Nicosia is the capital of Cyprus, and is the capital that is located furthest southeast among all the EU countries. 
Cyprus is a very small country, so can I talk about Cyprus including my hometown Nicosia? 

－Of course. In Japan, we do not often have the opportunity to meet anyone from Cyprus, so please take this 
chance to tell us all about your country. 
Cyprus is the third largest island in the Mediterranean. (It is about as big as half of Shikoku). The population is close 
to one million people. About 40% of the country is made up of lush green forests, and Mount Olympus, with an 
elevation of 1,951m, stands at the center of the island, and mountainous areas radiate outwards from it. The official 
language on the island is Greek; people usually speak in the Cypriot dialect as well as in Greek. It is also renowned as 
the birthplace of Aphrodite, the goddess of love and beauty in Greek mythology (Venus in Roman mythology). 
Cyprus occupies an important position, surrounded by the continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa, and has played a 
significant role in the annals of history. After the Turkish invasion of Cyprus, which took place in 1974, the country 
was segregated into north and south at the border known as the Green Line, and my hometown, Nicosia, was divided 
into two zones. It is the only capital in Europe to be fragmented. 

－It is difficult to imagine what it is like for the city that you live in to become fragmented. I don’t know what 
to say. Since this happened in 1974, Nicosia was already divided into two when you were born, wasn’t it? 
Yes. I wasn’t born yet at that time, but my father went to war. My father is a police officer, and in the aftermath of the 
events, he wrote a book which includes events of the invasion in 1974 and the heroes of Cyprus. This book has been 
placed in libraries across Cyprus. 

－Most importantly, your father came out safely from the conflict. What about the climate of Cyprus?
Cyprus enjoys a typical Mediterranean climate, and there are four seasons. The coastal areas are warm even in winter, 
and become hot in summer. In winter, snow falls on the Troodos Mountains, which are located in the middle of the 
island. When I was a child, my parents would bring me out to play in the snow during winter. Other than the Troodos 
Mountains, it never snows anywhere else, but it did snow in the town only once when I was a child. Although there 
wasn’t enough snow for it to pile up, it shocked everyone in the country, and no one knew how to deal with the 
situation. The schools were also closed, and the children were very delighted. This was the first and last time in my 12 
years of schooling life, from elementary to junior and senior high school, when the school was closed. 

－That is an interesting episode. Next, could you tell us about some 
recommended sightseeing spots in Cyprus? 
There are three cultural heritage sites in Cyprus that are registered as 
UNESCO heritage sites. The first is Khirokitia, which was registered in 
1998. 
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Cyprus is a country with a long history tracing back to ancient times. Fortunately, many ruins remain in the 
country. Of these, cemeteries and ruins of agricultural settlements formed around BC 7000 – 4000, which was 
the Neolithic Age, remain in Khirokitia. It is considered to be one of the most valuable and well-preserved 
heritage sites even among the ruins from prehistoric times that remain in the eastern Mediterranean. 

No, my father was an exception. Usually, like in Japan, many people are
the only child, or have one or two siblings. Speaking of beautiful beaches, I
would also recommend Akamas Peninsula located in the northwest of
Cyprus. The natural environment there has remained largely untouched,
and there is a wide diversity of plants and animals. Lara Beach, which is at
a cove in the south, is renowned as an area where endangered sea turtles
visit to lay eggs every year. The pond that is said to be where Aphrodite
used to take her baths, known as the “Baths of Aphrodite,” is also found on
this peninsula. On the other hand, the third world heritage site is located in
a mountainous region that has a completely different appeal from the resort
areas near the sea. There are nine sanctuaries and one monastery under the
Greek Orthodox Church at the outskirts of the villages in the Troodos
Mountains. Beautiful Byzantine frescos can be found there.

Yes, that’s true. There is a National Struggle Museum in Nicosia, built
after the anti-British struggle for independence that took place from 1955
to 1959. Since I was a child, I have visited the museum countless times on
field trips, and learnt in detail about the history of our country through
contents that are tailored for our age.

Digressing from the topic, students wear uniforms in Cyprus, from
elementary school to high school.

－It makes me so envious to hear that you spent your summers by the beautiful emerald waters of 
the sea! Even so, it must be difficult even to remember everyone’s names with such a large family. Is 
it typical to have large families in Cyprus?

－Have you been there yourself?
Of course! I have visited it often on school excursions and field trips.

－You are lucky to have had the opportunity to be exposed to various
world heritage sites since you were a child, aren’t you?

National Struggle Museum

－I did not know that. You were also a high school girl in uniform not too long ago, weren’t you? What
other world heritage sites are there?

The second is Paphos, a coastal city located on the southwest part of the island. The entire city is registered as
a world heritage site. The Paphos region is one of the most beautiful areas in Cyprus that tourists should visit,
and one can enjoy the sea, mountains, and historic ruins there. Paphos Castle and what is said to be the
birthplace of Aphrodite are also located in this region. Various festivals are held here in summer, and many
tourists visit the resorts along the coast. My father was born in a coastal village called Chloraka in this region,
so my younger brother and myself spent all the summer holidays of our childhood in this village with our
cousins. We also went to the beach often. As my father came from a large family and had 10 siblings, it was a
major event when all the relatives gathered. There were so many people that we would not be able to enter a
restaurant if we did not book out the entire restaurant.

Kykkos Monastery
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fruits like melons. It tastes wonderful when taken with wine. Souvlaki
consists of skewers of meat eaten straight off the skewers, or served as sandwiches in pita bread. Pork is usually
used in Cyprus, but there are also chicken and lamb skewers.

－Mezze seems to be an enjoyable dish that allows  you to try different types of food. It is similar to the 
appetizers served in Korea, isn’t it?  It is great as it is both delicious and healthy. What special beverages 
are there in Cyprus? 
There is Commandaria, a sweet dessert wine that is said to be the oldest wine in the world. Apparently, even
Cleopatra was held captive by it. We also have Zivania, a distilled liquor made from grapes that can only be
found in Cyprus. It has a high alcohol content of 45%. Commandaria is consumed during winter, and is a must-
have during Christmas. Zivania is colorless and transparent, and gives off a subtle fragrance of raisins.

Mezze

－Next, please tell us about the traditional events. 
During the New Year, we set off fireworks at midnight. That is the sign for families to gather, 
and to celebrate with a delicious orange and brandy-flavored cake called Vasilopita. The 
father, who is the head of the family, cuts and divides the cake. The cake is served by 
following the hierarchy—the first slice is for the gods, the next slice is for the poor, the third 
slice is for the head of the family, followed by his wife, other members of the family, friends, 
and so on. A single coin is hidden in the cake, and it is believed that the person who receives 
the slice with the coin will be blessed with good fortune for the rest of the year. 

－That sounds like fun. Have you ever received the slice with the coin? 
I just remembered; in fact, I was the lucky recipient of the coin this year!

－That’s wonderful! Has anything good happened to you this year?
Well, the best thing is that I had in this year the opportunity to stay longer in
Japan and explore Japan's beauty.

－I have heard that visiting the cathedrals and churches of villages deep in the mountains, isolated from 
urban areas, can make one feel transported through time into a medieval village. Next up is the long-
awaited topic—food. Could you tell us about the local cuisine? 

Cypriot cuisine is based on the Mediterranean diet, which is said to be the 
healthiest in the world (the typical diet in the coastal areas of the 
Mediterranean uses ingredients such as olive oil, and is propounded as a diet 
that is effective in preventing lifestyle-related diseases such as heart disease). 
For example, mezze (a selection of small dishes) consists of more than ten 
types of appetizers placed in small dishes at the center of the table, and is 
shared by everyone. Halloumi is a Cypriot cheese that is made from the milk of 
goats and sheep. Due to its high melting point, it is often served as a fried or 
grilled dish. It is also used in sandwiches and salads, or as a side dish with 
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Commandaria

－ That's nice of you to say! There are still four months left to the end of this year. I am sure that
more good things will happen!
I bet so!

－Now, how can we get to Cyprus, the small island filled with many attractions?
The easiest way is to fly to Doha in Qatar or Dubai in the UAE. From these cities, there are direct flights
to the largest airport in Cyprus, Larnaca International Airport. There are two flights every day.



－Finally, could you tell us about security in Cyprus, and how to get around the country?
It is very safe in Cyprus. Women can walk around safely even at night. Until recently, it was even safe
enough not to lock the doors of your home. Although there is no rail system, the bus system is easy to use
and understand, and poses no problems for tourists. Cars drive on the left with a right-side steering wheel,
the same as in Japan, so those who are accustomed to driving in Japan may also find it convenient to rent
a car.
－That’s great. There may even be people who would like to visit Cyprus on their next vacation 
after reading this interview! Thank you, Melita, for sharing information on the attractions in 
Cyprus and your wonderful memories. 

22 August 2016
Combination Room, AIMR Main Building

Interviewer: Sayaka Unoura

My Hometown

■Japanese Sake for October ～日本酒～

Our feature for this month is the “Urakasumi.” The main brewery of this company is 
located in Shiogama, Miyagi Prefecture. 

URAKASUMI Saura Co., Ltd. was established in 1724. Throughout its long history of 
sake production, it has respected the traditions of Japanese sake culture, and remained a 
sake brewery that constantly aims to produce “sake with class.”

Sake brewing in Saura, which maintains consistency and integrity with other local 
specialties in the region, is committed to the use of rice produced in Miyagi Prefecture. By 
bringing out just the right amount of umami of the rice, the sake strikes a perfect balance 
between taste and fragrance to create a mellow and elegant sake. This sake goes very well 
with seafood and particularly fresh tuna from Shiogama, which boasts a wealth of catches 
from the sea, as well as freshly caught oysters from Matsushima. 

Urakasumi has an excellent track record, having received numerous awards from the 
National Research Institute of Brewing as well as other sake appreciation and evaluation 
events. It is also renowned around the world, having received an award in the sake 
department (launched in 2007) of the International Wine Challenge, the largest wine 
convention in the world and the highest authority in this field. 

The company conducts guided tours of the brewery. Why not sample sake while learning 
about the history of Urakasumi? 

* URAKASUMI Saura Co., Ltd. http://www.urakasumi.com/
Guided tour of the brewery: Also conducted in English (please inquire) 6



How about bringing back some Sendai sweets as souvenirs from Japan for
your family and friends when you return to your home country, and using
them as topics of conversation?

〜Sendai Kinako Series〜
Miyagi is one of the leading production regions in Japan for soybeans. 
“Kinako” is soybean flour, made from roasted soybeans. It has a fragrant 
aroma and a sweet taste, and is highly nutritious. It has been used in Japanese 
sweets and food from a long time ago. 
The Sendai Kinako Series is a new Sendai souvenir, made from Miyagi 
soybeans. 
In addition to the three types of sweets—“Sendai Kinako Crunch” and 
“Kinako Okaki” made with rice, and “Kinako Mochi” consisting of dark 
molasses rice cakes dusted with kinako—there is also Sendai Kinako, which 
offers customers the enjoyment of creating their own arrangements. 
In addition, these sweets are made with soybeans cultivated in a region that 
was affected by the tsunami in the Great East Japan Earthquake (Nobiru 
district, Higashimatsushima City), as part of efforts to support the 
reconstruction of areas damaged in the earthquake disaster. 
With the catchphrase “Bringing good taste and greater vitality to the people 
and regions through soybeans,” the Sendai Kinako Series presents new and 
unprecedented forms of kinako sweets to people. 

[Store information]
The Sendai Kinako Series is readily available at retail stores at Sendai Station. 
http://www.sanzen.co.jp/info/2016/04/post-27.html

■Highly recommended souvenirs

Store at the East 
Hall of S-PAL
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■Gourmet/Restaurant Information ~Thin-skin taiyaki Taikichi~

Taiyaki is a traditional sweet baked in the shape of sea bream. The dough, made from 
wheat or other ingredients, is filled with red bean paste. At Taikichi, customers can 
savor freshly baked taiyaki. Long queues often form in front of the stall. 

The characteristic of Taikichi lies in its original menu, which includes not 
only the classic red bean flavor, but also cream and special flavors that are 
available only for a limited time. Many of these flavors are available only 
in Sendai, such as “garlic German potato,” “thick cream cheese,” “crunchy 
almond chocolate,” and “W sausage and beef tendon curry.” The 
reasonable prices are another reason behind its popularity; the taiyaki costs 
only about 100 yen each.  
Information about the original menus is updated regularly through the 
store’s Twitter account (@taikichi_sendai). Discover your favorite flavor!

[Store information]
・Nakakecho store (10:30 - 19:30 / 2-1-30 Chuo, Aoba-ku (Suda Building 1F))
・Sendai Ekimae store (11:30 - 19:30 / 3-6-3 Chuo, Aoba-ku)
・Kimachidori store (10:00 - 18:00 / 2-4-31 Kimachidori, Aoba-ku)
・Mitsukoshi store (10:00 – 19:00 / B1 Confectionery Department, Main Building 

of Mitsukoshi Sendai store, 8-15 Ichibancho 4-chome, Aoba-ku)

■ Taikichi website ↓
http://www.taiankichijitsu.com

↑ This signboard 
marks the store location.

http://www.sanzen.co.jp/info/2016/04/post-27.html
http://www.taiankichijitsu.com/


■□■ A quick word■□■

To date, we have introduced some of the important greetings used in the 
Japanese language. This issue, we will be putting the spotlight on a gesture 
that is used as a greeting. This gesture differs depending on the country. 

There are many countries where people shake hands as a form of greeting 
when they meet someone. In Japan, it is typical to bow (“ojigi” in 
Japanese). “Ojigi” refers to the gesture of lightly bowing one’s head, with 
two people facing each other. 

Bowing in greeting. This is an important custom in Japanese culture, so do 
keep it in mind.
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Share your ideas!

Contact:
Tohoku University IAC Office
E-mail: iac@grp.tohoku.ac.jp
Tel / Fax: 022-217-5971/6343
Address: 2-1-1 Katahira Aoba-ku

Sendai city, Miyagi

■If you have the following information, why not share it with all the faculty members of AIMR?
We look forward to receiving your information!
・ “What are the souvenirs that you will definitely bring back to your hometown or home

country?”
・ “Even if you really do not wish to reveal it… are there any lunch places that you frequent?”
・ “Do you know of any pubs or bars that international researchers can also gather comfortably at?”
・ “Is there any other information that you wish to share with everyone?”
・ “Are there any restaurants in your home country that you would like to recommend?”
★We have prepared small gifts for those who share their information!

①

mailto:aimr-rrc@grp.tohoku.ac.jp
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